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between
computers
or
nodes
within
network
(LAN/WAN).The network architecture of cloud computing
is same as distributed computing, where number of nodes
are distributed at several locations and sharing the resources
and services. The end-users can interact with their acquired
applications and services via cloud server such as private or
public, based on access permission and privileges. The endusers, industries and organizations are installing the numbers
of software in their local computer system via cloud access
and also allow for the hardware utilization virtually via
cloud access, without any installation in local machine. This
will save the cost included purchasing of expensive
hardware and software. Usually, cloud resources are
accessed by using four ways: “via private cloud, via public
cloud, via community cloud and hybrid cloud,” and also
provide services that are divided into three categories
included “IaaS (cloud infrastructure as a service), PaaS
(cloud platform as a service), and SaaS (cloud software as a
service)” [4, 6].

Abstract— The new technology demands and rapid
utilization of Information technology (IT) have been increasing
day by day, in all over the world. The growing demands of
advance Information technology (IT) infrastructures within
several Industries and organizations, and the implementation
of non-propriety protocols with propriety protocols , caused
major performance issues in the terms of communication, data
exchange and security.
In this proposal, detail survey has been conducted that is
based on several computer or/and Information technology (IT)
networks deployment with their security requirements and
issues. The proposed research thoroughly study the
implementations related with communication networks
included local area network (LAN) and wide area network
(WAN) as part of traditional networks, mobile networks, real
time networks and cloud computing networks. Also study the
existing Implementations of common protocols that have been
used during communication (network communication).
This research reviews the exiting implementations related
with propriety and non-propriety protocols within networks
infrastructures with security implementations. After reviewed
the exiting work or implementations in detail, this research
proposal proposed a generic model to overcome the
communication issues, security weaknesses and proper
implementation of security mechanisms with proper
placement. The proposed model also tries to overcome the
issues that have been situated between real time protocols and
traditional protocols during communication.

The ICS (Industrial Control System) is designated for
several types of critical infrastructure sectors included
“SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)
systems, DCSs (Distributed Control Systems), PLCs
(Programmable Logic Controllers) and other controlling and
monitoring systems”. Usually, real time systems have been
designed to controller and monitor the assets that are located
or distributed geographically at several locations. In past, the
network design of these systems was limited and nodes are
connected in limited area, or as standalone network. But the
uses of advance information technology (IT), these systems
are also moved from stand alone network to wide area
network (WAN) or/and distributed network. The fast
changed in technology (information technology), the system
nodes are distributed at several locations via internet, and
overall distributed or network architecture is controlling
from the main server. The uses of internet technology or/and
open networks and protocols such as TCP/IP and other,
made the ICS (Industrial Control System) platform
vulnerable form several types of thread and attacks, that
causing major impact on the system performance included
critical processing and automation [3, 5, 18].
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I.

Introduction

The cloud computing is a concept the involved a larger
number of networks or connected computers or nodes within
networks which are configured together to sharing the
resources and services. The cloud computing infrastructure
is a reliable and chip or cost less way for sharing the
resources/services in the terms of hardware and software,
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In computer network; number of computers or nodes are
connected together within local area network (LAN) or wide
area network (WAN) for exchanging the data or bytes
within specified network. The network nodes are connected
together via media such as wire and wireless, for the
purpose of exchanging the information. The mobile network
is also a wireless network which is distributed
geographically or at several locations, also designated as cell
or cells. The cellular network is a faster way of
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communication or information delivery in arena of
information technology [1, 2, 19].
II.

from other security solutions [17]. The cryptography
solutions have been proposed and successfully implemented
to secure the ICS communication, while data or bytes
transmitted for sender to receiver or vice versa. The main
security objectives or security services included data (bytes)
authentication, data (bytes) confidentiality, data (bytes)
integrity and data (bytes) non-repudiation, have been
implementation successfully and performance results are
also
measured
during
communication.
Several
attacks/threads have been launched to create the abnormal
communication during transmission of bytes (data) .The
security performance results show that security mechanisms
using cryptography have potential to secure the
communication and data (bytes) are secure in abnormal
communication. During transmission of bytes (data); the
authentication security service has been successful
implemented by RSA and AES algorithms as part of
asymmetric and symmetric algorithms, the confidentiality
security service has been successful implemented by RSA
and AES algorithms as part of asymmetric and symmetric
algorithms, the integrity security service has been successful
implemented by SHA-1 and SHA-2 algorithms as part of
hashing algorithm,and the non-repudiation security service
has been successful implemented by digital signature
algorithm [3, 5,12, 13,20,21,22,23,24].

Literature Review

Many larger organizations networks are distributed over
the world for the purpose of information exchange and
other. The distribution of applications and their access from
remote sites or end-users access from remote locations,
caused several performance issues or communication issues
and most important one is security issue. The detail
literature has been conducted based on the performances and
security issues as part of organization operations and at the
end, some countermeasures are highlighted to avoid the
uncertain conditions and minimized the risks and issues that
are related with performances during communication.
Several common vulnerabilities have been discussed that are
occurring during communication over internet included
software or application insecurity , uses of malicious
software, unauthorized nodes access in the terms of
connection and privacy network or
private network,
internet DOS, unauthorized change in main controller or
server, internet spoofing, and threads and attacks, which are
warming the network communication [7, 8,12]. After
conducting the detail vulnerabilities analysis, several
countermeasures have been also highlighted included strong
password uses during system/user or administrator login,
installation of intrusion detection and prevention system,
licensed and strong antivirus, monitoring software for
change configuration detections, automated backup and
recovery software, User/administrator awareness for
handling and configuration during system disaster and uses
security protection mechanism included firewall, DMZs and
SSL/TLS [1, 14, 15, 16].

Now days; cloud computing is a very famous topic or
deployment in arena of information technology in all over
the world. The cloud computing is a reliable and cost less
solution for all deployment that are related with information
technology or/and others. Several networks included
traditional networks, mobile networks, and others, have been
deployed within cloud computing infrastructure. Few
researches have been also conducted to implement the real
time systems such as SCADA system and DCSs systems
within cloud computing infrastructure, but mostly
deployments are conceptual based and have number of
issues during implementation. The detail survey has been
conducted which is based on the networks issues in the
terms of performance and cost [9, 10, 11]. Based on review,
a solution has been implemented or conceptually
implemented to deploy the real time system in cloud
computing environment. This research tries to implement
the numbers of real system nodes that are located at distance
placed and configured with main station. These remote
nodes are controlled and monitor by cloud infrastructure.
Each node or remote node has its own cloud infrastructure
and connected with main cloud. The security is one of the
important issues that suffer the communication, while data
exchanging between nodes. The cryptography solution has
been also proposed to secure the communication during
cloud access [4, 6].

The real times systems such as SCADA systems and
DCSs have been deploying the advance information
technology infrastructures to enhance the performance and
for system connectivity over the world via WAN. These
systems networks or nodes are distributed at several
locations at distance placed and all remotes nodes are
connected with main node or main station via internet.
These systems implementations are very important for
industrial processing or automation included water pumping
station, electricity controlling stations, and oil refining
miles, etc. By deploying advance network infrastructure and
connectivity between several propriety and non-propriety
networks, caused major security issues during
communication. So, generic solution or model has been
acquired to resolve the issues or security issues which are
linked with critical systems (real time systems). Many
security solutions have been implemented to secure the
communication of real times systems, but each solution has
several limitations in the terms of implementation,
dependences and performance [3, 5, 15].

III.

Problem Statement

Now days, there is dramatic change found in information
technology sectors in the terms of technology and
connectivity. Number of network nodes is connected
together via several types of non-propriety and propriety
networks and protocols included mobile network and real
time networks, this connectivity made the communication
more reliable and convenient. At the other side, each

Based on existing security implementations and their
limitation within traditional networks, mobile networks, and
real time networks, strong cryptography mechanism or
solution has been implemented to secure these systems or
networks communication. The cryptography solution using
asymmetric and symmetric algorithms has been used to
implement the security without any dependence or differ
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network and protocol has numbers of performance issues
that affect the end-user processing during communication.
The larger number of connectivity between several public
and private networks, and deployment of protocols, caused
the security issues that made communication platform
venerable from several types of thread and attacks
IV.



Research Objectives

The review has been conducted which is related with
networks including traditional networks, mobile networks,
real time networks and cloud computing networks
performance issues and based on the review analysis
following
research
objectives
are
counted
as
countermeasures.






To conduct the detail review on
existing
performance issues lies within LAN/WAN using
protocols included “transport control protocol
(TCP)/Internet protocol (IP), User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), OSI Protocols, Bluetooth
protocols, Network time protocol (NTP), File
Transfer Protocol (FTP),Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP ), Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP), Fiber Channel network protocols, Routing
protocols and IEEE protocol family”. Based on
detail review, the countermeasures will propose to
overcome these exiting issues and enhanced the
network performance, with security consideration.
To conduct the detail review on existing
performance issues lies within SCADA systems
(Real Time systems via LAN/WAN) using
protocols included DNP3 (Distributed Network
Protocol), IEC 60870-5 Series and other, Modbus
Protocol and Profibus Protocol. Based on detail





review, the countermeasures will propose to
overcome these exiting issues and enhanced the
network performance, with security consideration.
This research also reviews the performance issues
that are related with propriety and non-propriety
protocols implementations within networks and try
to find the solution to minimize the workload,
while bytes transmission between propriety and
non-propriety protocols or networks.
To conduct the detail review on existing
performance issues within cellular network using
protocols GPRS, CDMA, GSM, WAP. Based on
detail review, the countermeasures will propose to
overcome these exiting issues and enhanced the
network performance, with security consideration.
To conduct the detail review, while deploying these
above networks within cloud computing
environment. Based on detail review, the
countermeasures will propose to overcome these
exiting issues and enhanced the network
performance, with security consideration.
During networks performance analysis, the existing
security implementations have been also reviewed
included “Firewalls, Password Protection, Secure
Shell (SSH), Secure Socket Layer (SSL)/ Transport
Layer Security(TLS), security patterns ,
cryptography security implementations and other
security solutions”. Based on detail review,
comparison is created between security solutions
and the best generic security mechanism will
propose that has potential to overcome the exiting
security
issues
with
better
performance
measurements.

FIGURE 1. Proposed Model layout
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No.
1.

3.

Issues/Vulnerabilities
Network miss
Configuration
No Proper
Administration
Hardware

4.
5.
6.
7.

Status: Monitoring
Security
Remote Access
Connections

2.

TABLE 1. Issues and Countermeasures
Countermeasures
Need to configure the network with specified guideline/manual.
Acquired proper administration policies for network management.
Compatible hardware (routers and switches, etc) is used to avoid the uncompatible issues.
Need proper check and balance system for logging nodes.
Need to install strong security mechanism against threads.
Configure the remote nodes in advance, avoid others.
Allow only authorized connections to access the resources and need awareness
against unauthorized nodes.

Modeling aand
Countermeasures
V.

VIII.
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In figure 1, the proposed research or modeling is
conducted in five stages included stage 1, stage 2, stage 3,
stage 4 and stage 5.In stage 1, the detail review has been
conducted that is related with the performance issues of
networks such as traditional networks, mobile networks, and
real time networks and protocols. In stage 2, the exiting
security implementations have been reviewed and
countermeasures are proposed in stage 3. In stage 4, the
networks implementation within cloud infrastructure has
been reviewed and network performance results are
measured, and security implementations are compared and
new security solution is proposed at stage 5. The table 1
shows the common issues/vulnerabilities at initial stage,
which are related with networks with countermeasures.
VI.
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Conclusion

With the growing demands of communication
infrastructures and deployment of several open networks
and protocols, caused major issues in the terms of
performance and security. This research thoroughly study
the performance issues that are related with traditional
networks, mobile networks, cloud networks and real time
networks, and then proposed a generic model to overcomes
them. This model increases the networks performance and
proper uses and placement of security mechanisms to
enhance the security during communication. This research
also review the importance of cloud computing
infrastructure, while deploying these networks such as
traditional networks, mobile networks and real time
networks. This research gives new strategic ways to enhance
the networks performance.
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